
All measurements are in centimetres (cm).

The measurements listed under each size are the maximum comfortable stretch of these pants. 

See How do I Get the Best Fit for information about how to measure yourself.

14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Waist 103 108 112 115 122 128 134

Hips 120 127 137 140 143 148 153

Thigh 69 75 78 80 84 85 88

Above knee 58 61 64 65 67 69 73

Leg Length - regular 100 100 100 101 103 103 104

Leg Length - long 109 109 109 110 111 112 112

It's okay if the waist is large on you, because it's adjustable. But make sure the hips and thigh

measurements are a good fit.

Diagrams are provided as a guideline only and are not drawn to scale. The above the knee measurement is useful if you carry your weight high on your legs, like I do.

This diagram may not accurately reflect features of the finished garment. I don't like anything tight above and around my knees and this is why I opt for the 24, rather than

the 22 pants. Also, the 24 doesn't hug my thighs as much as the 22 would and therefore the 24

 de-emphasises the tops of my thighs and gives me a smoother shilouette.

Size worn 24 (reg. length) Size worn 18 (reg. length)

My measurements Model's measurements

Waist                 108 cm Waist          112 cm

Hips                   145 cm Hips            137 cm

Thigh                   83 cm Thigh            78 cm

Above knee         64 cm Above knee  45 cm

Height                163 cm Height        160 cm

Target Belle Curve size Target Belle Curve size

in pants - 26 in pants - 18

Me in leggings, so you can see my body shape better Me in the size 24 Work Pants Model in the size 18 Work Pants

 Garment Size



All measurements are in centimetres (cm).

The measurements listed under each size are the maximum comfortable stretch of these pants. 

The key to finding the best fit, and determining the best size for Pants for Tums is the Front Rise*

See How do I Get the Best Fit for information about how to measure yourself.

14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Waist 110 115 120 125 140 145 150

Hips 125 130 135 140 145 150 155

Thigh 68 72 76 78 80 83 86

Above knee 46 50 54 58 62 66 70

Rise - front 35 35 36 36 37 40 42

Leg Length - regular 100 101 102 102 103 104 104

Leg Length - long 110 111 112 112 113 114 114

It's okay if the waist is a little large on you, because it's adjustable and you can tighten it. But make sure the Front Rise,

Hip and Thigh measurements will fit you.

Diagrams are provided as a guideline only and are not drawn to scale. * The Front Rise is the distance from where the pants to sit at your waist down under your crotch to where the

This diagram may not accurately reflect features of the finished garment. four seams meet. The photo below (left) shows the front rise on the pants. Measure this on your body

to ensure the pants don't sit too high or too low. If they sit too high, they'll slip down to your natural waist over the day

and this will make the crotch look baggy.

Jennay Corinne

Size worn 18 (reg. length) Size worn 26 (reg. length)

Model's measurements Model's measurements

Waist                 104 cm Waist          145 cm

Hips                   122 cm Hips            155 cm

Thigh                   59 cm Thigh            86 cm

Above knee         49 cm Front rise      40 cm

Height                172 cm Above knee   70 cm

Target Belle Curve size Height         162 cm

in pants 18 Target Belle Curve size

in pants 24

Cloe measures the front rise on a pair Jennay in the size 18 Work Pants for Curvy Tums - Reg Length. Corinne in the size 26 Work Pants - Reg Length

of pants. Jennay was photographed in a size 18, but a size 16 would have She purchased the 26, rather than 24, because she

fitted her too. doesn't want pants to hug too much at her thighs.

 Garment Size


